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What are SACREs and ASCs and why do they exist?
Standing Advisory Councils for Religious Education (SACREs) advise local authorities responsible for
education (as LEAs are now known) on matters connected with RE and collective worship, principally in
community, voluntary controlled, and foundation schools. These include matters related to the quality of
teaching: advising on teacher training; reviewing teaching methods and materials; and discussing Ofsted
reports on RE, collective worship, and social, moral, spiritual, and cultural education (SMSC). SACREs
generally meet once a term.
Religious education is statutory for all pupils aged 5-18. The subject is not, however, on the national
curriculum. Instead the content of RE syllabuses is set locally. Agreed Syllabus Conferences (ASCs) are set
up by SACREs every five years to review the locally agreed syllabus for religious education. They are
normally made up of similar membership to the SACRE.

Who’s who?
Organisation of SACREs varies according to the size of the LA and its personnel – but it is usually something
like this:

The history of SACREs
The requirement for LEAs to appoint ASCs and their power1 to appoint SACREs dates from the 1944
Education Act, which was a historic compromise between the Anglican and non-conformist churches, in
which the Roman Catholics were also appeased. For the first time, Religious Instruction (RI) and a daily act
of collective worship became legally required for all pupils (subject to parents’ right to have their children
excused). The RI in community schools (i.e. those without a religious character) could not be distinctively of

1

SACREs became mandatory under the 1988 Act.
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2

any particular religious denomination but was almost always taught from a Christian perspective. Of
course, RI and collective worship had existed in schools before the Act, and the law had required since 1870
3
that they should not be specific to any denomination in Board (later ‘provided’, then ‘county’, and now
‘community’) schools, but they had not been compulsory by law.
The sensitive task of drawing up RI syllabuses was given to local committees appointed by LEAs on which
4
the denominations, local politicians, and teachers were represented. In Wales each of the three groups got
one vote, but in England, due to its being the established Church, the Church of England (CofE) formed a
fourth group with its own vote. The Act gave LEAs the permissive power to set up SACREs to advise them on
5
RI and collective worship. In fact, only about 10 SACREs were set up until the Education Reform Act of 1988
6
compelled LEAs to appoint them to oversee what it now called religious education (RE). SACREs are
standing bodies, whereas ASCs are set up each time the syllabus needs revising (at least once every five
7
years ). In practice, they usually include the same representatives (with the important caveat that ASCs
cannot co-opt). The law on SACREs and ASCs is now contained in the Education Act 1996 and the School
Standards and Framework Act (SSFA) 1998, and is little changed from the 1988 Act.

Humanist membership of SACREs and ASCs
In 1994 the Government issued guidance1 prohibiting the appointment of humanists to group A of SACREs
and ASCs, saying that ‘The inclusion of representatives of belief systems such as humanism, which do not
amount to a religion or a religious denomination on group A of an agreed syllabus conference or group A of
a SACRE would be contrary to the legal provisions…’. Most humanist members then became co-opted or
Observers or moved to another group.
Arguable at the time, this ban became (in the view of Humanists UK) patently unlawful with the passage of
the Human Rights Act 1998.8 Despite our strong representations, however, it took until 2010 for the
Department for Education implicitly to amend its policy9 and until 2018 for an explicit change of policy in
Wales that cites human rights grounds.10 The latter change began with a legal challenge by Humanists UK to
the refusal of one Welsh LA, the Vale of Glamorgan, to appoint a humanist to group A and, in 2019, was
followed by a proposal by the Welsh Government to change the wording of the law so that it is clear that
humanists should be permitted to become full members of SACREs and ASCs in Wales11.

Education Act (1944), Sections 25-30:
www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/Geo6/7-8/31/part/II/crossheading/religious-education-in-county-and-voluntary-school
s/enacted - note that community schools were then called County schools.
3
Elementary Education Act (1870), Section 14(2):
www.educationengland.org.uk/documents/acts/1870-elementary-education-act.html
4
Education Act (1944), Fifth Schedule: www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/Geo6/7-8/31/enacted
5
Education Act (1944), Sections 29:
6
Education Reform Act ( 1998), Sections 11-13:
www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/1988/40/part/I/chapter/I/crossheading/standing-advisory-councils-on-religious-educat
ion/enacted
7
Education Act (1993), Sections 254 and 256:
www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/1993/35/part/VI/crossheading/religious-education/enacted
8
Almost identically worded circulars, in England circular 1/94 and in Wales circular 10/94, both called “Religious
Education and Collective Worship”.
9
In Religious Education in English Schools: Non-statutory Guidance 2010 an example appears to recommend co-opted,
non-voting membership of SACREs for humanists and drops the explicit prohibition on full membership in the old
guidance. Previously the DfE had responded to repeated challenges from Humanists UK by avoiding giving an opinion
and referring the decision to individual LAs.
10
Untitled circular (3 May 2018).
11
A guide to Curriculum for Wales:
hwb.gov.wales/draft-curriculum-for-wales-2022/a-guide-to-curriculum-for-wales-2022/#proposals-for-legislation
2
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In England, Humanists UK successfully challenged another LA, the Royal Borough of Greenwich, when it
similarly refused to admit a humanist to Group A of the local SACRE but, following the threat of legal action,
backed down and acknowledged that there is a legal basis on which humanists may be included as full
members12 (with a vote in one of the groups, preferably group A).
Humanists UK encourage all humanist SACRE reps to apply for full voting membership on SACREs. Legal
advice on the matter obtained by Humanists UK is available upon request.
Several SACREs have appointed humanists as chairs. Humanists UK employs staff who can advise SACRE
representatives and keep you informed via mailings and an annual meeting where you can share news,
ideas, and problems. Humanists UK also provides speakers for schools.

Which local authorities are responsible for education?
Since 2010 the term ‘Local Education Authority’ is not used, but has been replaced by the term ‘Local
13
Authority’ (LA), so throughout the rest of this guide it should be assumed that where a Local Authority/LA
is referred to, this means one that is responsible for education. Not every LA in England is responsible for
education. In Greater London the London boroughs and the Common Council of the City of London are
responsible (although as the only state-funded school in the City of London is a voluntary aided ‘faith’
school, it has decided to ignore its statutory duty and not appoint a SACRE); in the metropolitan counties it
is the metropolitan borough councils; in the non-metropolitan counties it is the county councils; and
elsewhere, it is the unitary authorities. In addition, the Council of the Isles of Scilly is an education
14
authority. In total then, there are 152 local authorities responsible for education, and 151 SACREs. In
Wales, all 22 principal areas are responsible for education and have a SACRE.

Who sits on SACREs and ASCs?
For SACREs, the Education Act 1996 requires local authorities to appoint a SACRE consisting of groups of
persons representative of (A) local Christian denominations and other religions; (B) (except in Wales) the
Church of England; (C) local teachers’ associations; and (D) the local authority. Each group has a single vote.
The SACRE has the power to co-opt additional members. Numbers appointed to group A are to be broadly
proportionate to the strength of that denomination or religion in the area.
For ASCs, the law is identical, except that there is no provision for co-opted members. SACREs have a role in
advising LAs when they consider that an ASC should be convened, but LAs are under a duty to review their
15
syllabuses at least once every five years.
It is also a requirement that meetings are to be held in public (except when confidential information is to be
16
disclosed). It is as a consequence of this that SACREs and ASCs must be open to anyone who wishes to be
an observer.
Note that it is the LA not the SACRE that determines whether an individual is to be a full member of the
SACRE and ASC (some SACREs get confused on this point and think this is the responsibility of the SACRE),
12

Humanists UK:
humanism.org.uk/2019/08/02/english-council-backs-down-after-legal-challenge-to-exclude-humanist-from-re-body/
13
Explanatory Memorandum to The Local Education Authorities and Children’s Services Authorities (Integration of
Functions) Order (2010), Paragraph 2.1: www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2010/1158/pdfs/uksiem_20101158_en.pdf
14
A full list of local authorities responsible for education can be found at
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Local_education_authority#List_of_local_authorities_responsible_for_education_by_region
15
Education Act (1996), Schedule 31: www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/1996/56/schedule/31
16
The Religious Education (Meetings of Local Conferences and Councils) Regulations (1994):
www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/1994/1304/contents/made
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although many LAs in practice respect their SACRE’s opinion on this matter; and the SACRE does determine
co-option.

The Actual Position
SACREs vary in their composition and practices: some have constitutions and criteria for membership,
others are more pragmatic; some are well resourced, while others struggle to carry out their duties on a
shoestring; some actively seek humanist representation while others resist it. As a result, it is difficult to
generalise confidently about SACREs (like much else in the fragmented world of local RE).
By early 2019, humanists were participating in the work of over 100 SACREs in a wide range of authorities
of all political persuasions, from large cities such as Leicester and Leeds, to counties such as Hampshire,
Essex, and Suffolk, and London boroughs such as Westminster, Wandsworth, Hounslow, Camden, and
Merton. Some are full members, most are co-opted, a few attend as Observers, and there are usually at any
one time several humanists in the course of applying to SACREs. Some represent local humanist groups or
have got themselves onto SACREs independently, while others have been nominated by Humanists
UK. Some SACREs have requested humanists to assist their ASCs and working parties, or to represent them
at the National Association of SACREs (NASACRE), where a humanist has also served on the Executive
Committee. Humanist representatives have been elected as Chairs or Vice-Chairs of SACREs including
Hounslow, Brent, Camden, Hammersmith and Fulham, Westminster, and York. Some humanist
representatives have served on SACREs for over 25 years, and Humanists UK’s Wales Development Officers
is a member of WASACRE Exec and has been since July 2018.
By design, membership of SACREs is not particularly balanced and in practice their composition is often not
particularly representative (of the community, or of the religions and beliefs studied in RE). In some areas it
is difficult to find members of minority religions, humanists are unwelcome, and the local councillors and
teachers who take an interest in RE tend to be religious believers – the effect of this may be an entirely
Christian SACRE. It can be difficult in some places to employ a RE adviser or to get teachers to attend
meetings – so SACREs can lack educational expertise.
The difficulties this can cause are obvious: the subject may be almost entirely in the hands of well-meaning
amateurs (and even teachers are not necessarily experts in syllabus creation); and if the SACRE is entirely
composed of religious believers, they may be largely unaware of the assumptions implicit in the language
and questions they use for the subject.

Full membership of SACREs
As of writing, over 40 local authorities have given humanist representatives full membership of group A of
the SACRE, agreeing with Humanists UK’s legal arguments on the matter. In most of the cases where this
has recently been agreed to, the humanist representative was initially co-opted, and the SACRE became
amenable to extending full membership after the humanist established a good working relationship with
the other representatives, dispelling any uncertainties they might have about us. The SACRE then
recommended to the LA that the humanist representative becomes a full member.
Two LAs have appointed a humanist to sit as a humanist with Group D, the ‘group of persons to represent
the authority’. This group is typically reserved for councillors, but there is no reason why the LA cannot
decide to appoint a humanist if they believe that would best represent their interests in producing a
balanced SACRE.
If you are involved in education (as a teacher, lecturer, or governor, for example) you might be invited to sit
on Group C as a full member. If you are involved in local politics, or you are a councillor, you might be
invited to sit with Group D as a full member.
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Co-option to SACREs
Page 13 of Religious Education in English Schools makes it clear that humanists can be co-opted to SACREs:
‘SACREs may co-opt members who are not members of any of the four groups – such co-opted members
may provide educational expertise, young peoples’ views or religious and non-religious views that reflect a
17
diverse multi-cultural society.’
Before 1994, humanists used to sit on Group A, by a tactful stretching of the meaning of the word
‘denomination’, but after Circular 1/94 and Circular 10/94 were issued, most humanist representatives
were – and still are – co-opted. Many local authorities and SACREs continue to take a cautious reading of
the law as disallowing full membership.
The decision to co-opt is taken by the whole SACRE. Usually the decision in favour has been unanimous, or
been agreed to by consensus, but sometimes a vote is taken. SACREs vote by groups. It is therefore
necessary for three out of the four groups (A, B, C, and D) in England and two out of the three groups (A, C,
and D) in Wales to vote in favour of co-option.
Co-opted members are co-opted to the whole SACRE. They are thus not a member of any one group and
cannot contribute to group voting but can influence discussion and decisions. This is not an ideal situation,
as some SACREs have separate meetings of the constituent groups to discuss the items on the agenda,
during which much important discussion may occur and attitudes be decided. However, most SACREs do
not take formal votes but instead decide things by consensus, and you may find that your SACRE is so small
and informal that it never breaks up into groups or votes.
Officially, you should wait for a formal invitation to sit with one of the groups. However, some of our
representatives have simply turned up at the meetings of Group A.

Observers
A few SACREs refuse to even co-opt humanists; however, humanists can then be Observers instead. SACRE
meetings, like most other council meetings, are open to the public and should be advertised locally (e.g. in
libraries or on the council website). Anyone can go along and observe a meeting, and sometimes (with
permission from the group) Observers have opportunities to speak and influence a SACRE. Some SACREs
insist on having potential members observe for a period before inviting them to join as co-opted or full
members, and sometimes regular Observers are eventually co-opted to SACREs, so it is worth treating
Observer status as a possible probation period.

What about ASCs?
For ASCs, the rules are identical to those for SACREs, except that there is no provision for co-opted
18
members. Often, humanist input into ASCs is valued by the SACRE and the LA so, if there is no humanist
full member of the SACRE, they may try to involve the humanist in some other capacity.
Recognising their importance, sometimes an LA with a co-opted or Observer humanist on their SACRE will
decide to invite the humanist to be a full member of group A of the ASC. This is very useful; if the LA is
happy to interpret the law as allowing this, then they should be equally happy to interpret the identical law
for SACREs as allowing a full member humanist there as well!

Religious Education in English Schools: Non-statutory Guidance ( 2010), page 13:
media.education.gov.uk/assets/files/religious%20education%20guidance%20in%20schools.pdf
18
Education Act ( 1996), Paragraph 4 of schedule 31:
www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/1996/56/schedule/31/paragraph/4
17
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How well does the SACRE system work?
This is, of course, a matter of opinion, and opinions will vary according to personal experience. But most of
the humanist SACRE reps Humanists UK has discussed the issue with have indicated that while they are
willing to work within the system as long as it persists, they do not think that the SACRE system is a good
way of managing RE.
Many SACREs are poorly resourced and buy in only very limited specialist advice from consultants, and
abandonment by Ofsted (Estyn in Wales, but it has the same problems) of inspection of SMSC makes it
difficult for SACREs to have a clear idea of what is going on in local schools.19 While the religious
composition of schools and individual class groups varies, and sensitive teaching will reflect that, the
benefits of local syllabuses are unclear to many. During consultations on the non-statutory National
Framework for RE, the now-defunct Qualifications and Curriculum Development Agency (QCDA) found that
most RE teachers liked the Framework and favoured it becoming statutory. Ofsted (and Estyn) reports
reveal that some RE teachers are barely aware of either their local SACRE or local RE syllabus. Publishers
and other resource providers and providers of Initial Teacher Education would undoubtedly prefer a
national syllabus for RE – 151 different RE syllabuses in England and 22 in Wales makes provision
unnecessarily complex.
Moreover, a string of reports in the last few years have endorsed the idea of a national syllabus, including A
New Settlement: Religion and Belief in Schools by Charles Clarke and Linda Woodhead (Westminster Faith
Debates) (June 2015), RE for REal by Adam Dinham and Martha Shaw (November 2015), Living with
Difference, the report of the Woolf Institute’s Commission on Religion and Belief in British Public Life
(December 2015), and Religious Education for All a nd Religion and Worldviews: The Way Forward,
respectively the interim and final reports of the Commission on Religious Education (September 2017 and
September 2018).
On the other hand, some humanists value the opportunity for local intercultural connections and to do
something worthwhile in the community. A few humanists have achieved a lot locally – and humanism
certainly tends to feature more strongly in syllabuses where there is a local humanist representative than
where there is not – though it does sometimes appear even where there is no humanist on the SACRE, for
example in the Kent and Bedford syllabuses. RE advisers generally favour local autonomy.

19

In England, it is possible that the introduction of Ofsted’s new education inspection framework (EIF) in September
2019, which focuses on curriculum breadth alongside SMSC, will improve this situation, but this remains to be seen.
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Specific activity on which SACREs work
Religious education
The Editor of the British Journal of Religious Education described the Education Reform Act 1988 as ‘the
most obscure and complicated piece of RE legislation in the history of this country’. It was in many ways a
backlash against the more liberal views of RE that began gaining currency in the 1970s and 1980s. Religious
education (very different from Religious Instruction) had been moving towards a more open and objective
study of belief systems, including non-religious ones. The 1988 legislation, which nowadays sits in the
Education Act 1996, appears to have been partly aimed at excluding humanism. The law was further
complicated by Circular 1/94 in England and Circular 10/94 in Wales, issued as guidance to local authorities
responsible for education by the DfE in 1994, but these have now been partially amended – see above.
20

21

The statute law for RE is largely now found in the Education Act 1996 and the SSFA 1998.

Religious education must be taught to all pupils in full-time education, except for those excused at the wish
of their parents.
The nature of religious education varies depending upon the type of school:
In schools with no designated religious character:
● The syllabus ‘shall reflect the fact that the religious traditions in Great Britain are in the main
Christian whilst taking account of the teaching and practices of the other principal religions
represented in Great Britain’. We would argue that human rights law means this should be read as
also including principal worldviews, e.g. humanism, and we have the strongest support for this
interpretation in the judgement given in the case we brought against the DfE (see below).
● In addition, ‘No agreed syllabus shall provide for religious education to be given to pupils at a
school to which this paragraph applies by means of any catechism or formulary which is distinctive
of a particular religious denomination (but this is not to be taken as prohibiting provision in such a
syllabus for the study of such catechisms or formularies)’.
22
● The Equality Act 2010 precludes discrimination in the delivery of the curriculum.
● In community, foundation, and voluntary schools without a religious character, the locally agreed
syllabus that is set by the ASC and overseen by the SACRE must be taught.
● In academies and free schools without a religious character, the syllabus must be given ‘in
accordance with the requirements for agreed syllabuses’, but it does not have to be an actual
23
agreed syllabus – these schools are free to devise their own. Many choose to teach the local or
another agreed syllabus; however, contrary to what Religious Education in English Schools states,
there is no requirement for them to do so.

Education Act (1996), chapter III: www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/1996/56/part/V/chapter/III
and schedule 31: www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/1996/56/schedule/31
21
Schools Standards and Framework Act (1998), chapter VI: www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/1998/31/part/II/chapter/VI
and schedule 19: www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/1998/31/schedule/19
22
Equality Act (2010), section 85: www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2010/15/section/85. Section 89 makes clear that this
does not apply to the content of the curriculum, and paragraph 6 of schedule 11 exempts acts of worship. But the
delivery of the curriculum is covered.
23
See e.g. the Free Schools model funding agreement:
www.education.gov.uk/schools/leadership/typesofschools/freeschools/guidance/b0074737/funding-agreement/singl
e
20
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In schools with a designated religious character:
● In foundation or voluntary controlled schools with a religious character, the locally agreed syllabus
that is set by the ASC and overseen by the SACRE must be taught. However, if parents request that
their children’s RE is taught in accordance with the trust deeds and faith of the school, then the
children of those parents are instead taught confessional RE.
● In voluntary aided schools, academies, and free schools with a religious character, RE is set by the
governors and is in accordance with the tenets of the faith of the school (i.e. the trust deeds).
However, if parents request that their children are taught the locally agreed syllabus, as set by the
ASC, then the children of those parents are instead taught the locally agreed syllabus.
The inclusion of humanism on the RE syllabus
As noted above, locally agreed syllabuses are expected to ‘reflect the fact that the religious traditions in
Great Britain are in the main Christian whilst taking account of the teaching and practices of the other
principal religions represented in Great Britain’. However, following a landmark judgement in the High
Court (R (Fox) v Secretary of State), which found that the Government had made ‘an error of law’ when it
claimed a GCSE syllabus that left out non-religious worldviews such as humanism would meet the statutory
need for RE ‘the state has a duty to take care that information or knowledge included in the curriculum is
conveyed in a pluralistic manner’ and ‘must accord equal respect to different religious convictions, and to
non-religious belief’.24
As explained in legal guidance on the ruling written by Professor of Law at King’s College London Satvinder
Juss, this does not mean precisely identical curriculum time for each worldview, but it does require that
religious and non-religious perspectives are treated as broadly equivalent. So, especially where ‘a religion
or non-religious worldview… has a particularly high local following’ or is of greater local relevance, it may
be given additional attention’.25 In addition, ‘an RE course which provides for the study of religions of a
small size or little relevance without giving comparable attention to non-religious worldviews of the same
or a greater size or relevance will be unlawful’.26 This latter point is vital – the law is not just about granting
each perspective respect but about content.
For this reason, for the purpose of developing the RE curriculum, the term ‘principal religions’ includes
religious and non-religious worldviews such as humanism. Only if SACREs ensure that they understand the
term in this way can they also ensure that any curriculum developed in line with the agreed syllabus will
meet the requirements of the Human Rights Act 1998, where the legal understanding of ‘religion’
encompasses both religious and non-religious beliefs.
The inclusion of humanism at Key Stage 4
One further implication of the Fox ruling is that secondary schools that rely on GCSE Religious Studies as a
way to teach the subject to pupils in Key Stage 4 may not be meeting their duty to provide RE in a way that
accords equal respect to religious and non-religious worldviews unless they provide additional RE lessons.
This is because there are no non-religious worldviews in the GCSE in comparable detail to religions.

R(Fox) v Secretary of State for Education, para 39. www.judiciary.uk/wp-content/uploads/2015/11/r-fox-v-ssfe.pdf
Juss, Satavinder, High Court ruling on Religious Education Legal guidance on what it means for local authorities,
academies, schools, teachers, Agreed Syllabus Conferences, and SACREs (2016) para 7b
humanism.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2016-04-28-FINAL-High-Court-ruling-on-Religious-Education-legal-guidance.pd
f
26
Juss, Satavinder, High Court ruling on Religious Education Legal guidance on what it means for local authorities,
academies, schools, teachers, Agreed Syllabus Conferences, and SACREs (2016) para 7c
24
25
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RE is legally required for all pupils, and RE that is conveyed in a pluralistic manner and accords equal
respect to different religious convictions and non-religious worldviews (e.g. humanism) is a core subject
and an entitlement for all pupils throughout their schooling, including in the latter stages of secondary
school. For schools offering GCSE short course RE in Year 9 and Year 10, there is still a requirement that
there is identifiable RE in Year 11. The legal requirement to provide RE will not be satisfied (even for pupils
studying for a GCSE in the subject) in the event that the syllabus covered does not include religious and
non-religious perspectives on an equal basis.
The DfE’s position
Despite the Fox ruling, the Department for Education has not adjusted the GCSE syllabus and has a policy of
leaving it up to individual LAs to decide whether to include humanists on SACREs and ASCs and to individual
SACREs and ASCs whether to include humanism on their syllabuses.27 For this reason, it is imperative that
SACRE reps actively advocate for its inclusion and explain why the law supports this position. If you require
support with this issue, please contact the Humanists UK office.
See also
● Support for Humanism in Religious Education (Appendix A)
● Humanists UK’s table showing how regulations on RE and collective worship apply in different kinds
of school: www.humanism.org.uk/_uploads/documents/schools-with-a-religious-character.pdf

Agreed Syllabus Conferences (ASCs)
Local syllabuses have to be reviewed at least once every five years, and this usually entails finding out what
changes RE departments in local schools would like and then the setting-up of an ASC – an opportunity to
get humanism into a syllabus and into the classroom. Humanists have been invited to serve on ASCs and
have taken a full part in conference proceedings and/or have participated in syllabus working groups.
Because of the ambiguous legal position, they are sometimes listed officially as 'Observers’. However, on
other occasions they are made full members of the ASC, even if they are not full members of the SACRE.
Sometimes this leads to full membership of the SACRE as well.
The law
The law on this subject is outlined above, and also on pages 13 and14 of Religious Education in English
Schools.
Humanist participation in ASCs
Page 14 says ‘There is no legal provision for an ASC to include co-opted members, but it can seek the advice
it considers appropriate from those it considers appropriate, to inform the development of effective RE
provision in its area’. The statement that an ASC may receive advice or comment from outside groups or
individuals has been said by the DfE in communication with Humanists UK not to mean that ’other persons
cannot, on invitation, attend such ASCs and participate in the proceedings provided they do not vote’.
Many humanist representatives have participated in the work of drawing up agreed syllabuses of RE,
establishing a clear precedent.
Working on the local syllabus
There are usually 15-30 members of an ASC (similar to a SACRE, and often the membership is more or less
the same). Some ASCs conduct all their discussions as a full conference. The majority set up one or more
working parties, which do the actual drafting and report back periodically to the full ASC.
Procedures followed by ASCs vary considerably. They include:
27

For an overview of the Department for Education’s response to the Fox ruling see:
www.thinkingabouthumanism.org/religion-in-schools/objective-critical-and-pluralistic/
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●
●

●
●

●

●
●

in England, using the RE Council’s Curriculum framework for RE published in 2013 as a basis of the
syllabus.
in some areas, basing the syllabus on previously published Government guidance, such as the
Religious education non-statutory national framework published in 2004; the key stage 3 and key
stage 4/5 non-statutory programmes of study and attainment targets published in 2007; and the
2010 level descriptions and key stage 1/2 non-statutory programmes of learning. However, since
none of these is adequately inclusive of humanism, we would strongly urge humanist
representatives to resist over-reliance on the content of these older documents.
in Wales, using the 2008 National exemplar framework.
adopting a syllabus that is already being used in another area or buying one from an external
provider such as RE Today. Some ASCs decide not to write their own syllabus. Instead they inspect
several others, select one, and obtain permission (or buy the rights) from the original authority (or
an external provider) to use it as their own locally agreed syllabus.
purchasing the syllabus provided by RE Today, which an increasing number of ASCs are doing. While
this syllabus does include reference to humanism, the language and tone of the syllabus feels as
though it is written from a very Christian perspective. Some humanists on ASCs have been able to
persuade the ASC to include more inclusive introductions to the syllabus or a humanist appendix
with additional material to provide teachers with further information about humanism and support
them to provide a more inclusive RE.
producing a joint syllabus with other local authorities.
writing a syllabus from scratch, which can take some time.

Collective worship
The SSFA 1998 (as amended) requires all pupils at community, foundation, or voluntary schools to take part
each day in an act of collective worship, subject only to the right of their parents to have pupils below the
sixth form excused and to the right of sixth formers to excuse themselves. The collective worship may be
for the whole school or for separate groups. It must take place on school premises unless exceptionally the
governors, with the head, decide otherwise. In schools without a religious designation ‘collective worship
shall be wholly or mainly of a broadly Christian character’, which means that it must reflect ‘the broad
traditions of Christian belief without being distinctive of any particular Christian denomination’, but this
requirement is met if, taking any school term as a whole, most acts of collective worship comply with the
requirement, so long as the extent of compliance reflects the family backgrounds, ages, and aptitudes of
the pupils. However, if a SACRE determines that the ‘wholly or mainly of a broadly Christian character’
requirement is inappropriate to any school or ‘class or description of pupils’ at a school then it shall not
apply; instead the relevant collective worship, while still not being ‘distinctive of any particular Christian or
other religious denomination’, may be distinctive of a particular faith. In schools with a religious
designation, collective worship must be in accordance with the school’s trust deed or religious designation.
The following passages are taken from Circular 1/94 and from the identical passages in the Welsh Circular
10/94, which describes and interprets the legislation on collective worship. Circular 1/94’ s portions
regarding RE and SACREs have been repealed, but the portion on collective worship remains the guidance
in force on this matter. It refers to the Education Reform Act 1988, which has since been replaced by the
SSFA 1998 (quoted above). Changes that result from this change in legislation are noted.
Aims
50.
Collective worship in schools should aim to provide the opportunity for pupils to worship
God, to consider spiritual and moral issues and to explore their own beliefs; to encourage
participation and response, whether through active involvement in the presentation of worship or
through listening to and joining in the worship offered; and to develop community spirit, promote a
common ethos and shared values, and reinforce positive attitudes.
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Meaning of Collective Worship
57.
'Worship' is not defined in the legislation and in the absence of any such definition it should
be taken to have its natural and ordinary meaning. That is, it must in some sense reflect something
special or separate from ordinary school activities and it should be concerned with reverence or
veneration paid to a divine being or power. However, worship in schools will necessarily be of a
different character from worship amongst a group with beliefs in common. The legislation reflects
this difference in referring to 'Collective Worship’ rather than 'corporate worship’.
58.
Collective worship and assembly are distinct activities. Although they may take place as
part of the same gathering, the difference between the two should be clear. Collective worship can,
nevertheless, be related to the day to day life, aspirations and concerns of the school.
59.
'Taking part’ in Collective Worship implies more than simply passive attendance. It follows
that an act of Collective Worship should be capable of eliciting a response from the pupils, even
though on a particular occasion some of the pupils may not feel able actively to identify with the act
of worship.
Character of Collective Worship (other than at LEA-maintained voluntary and equivalent
grant-maintained schools)
60.
In the light of the Christian traditions of Great Britain, section 7(1) of the Education Reform
Act (and the corresponding section of the Education Act 1993) says that Collective Worship
organised by a county or equivalent grant-maintained school is to be 'wholly or mainly of a broadly
Christian character'. [Note nowadays this is the law for all schools without a religious character For
‘faith’ schools, the worship is instead ‘in accordance with the tenets or practices of the religious
denomination’.]
61.
The Act then further defines Collective Worship of a 'broadly Christian character’ as being
worship which reflects the broad traditions of Christian belief. Any such worship should not,
however, be distinctive of any particular Christian denomination.
62.
It is open to a school to have acts of worship that are wholly of a broadly Christian
character, acts of worship that are broadly in the tradition of another religion, and acts of worship
which contain elements drawn from a number of different faiths. Section 7(3) of the Act qualifies
section 7(1) by providing that within each school term the majority of acts of worship must be
wholly or mainly of a broadly Christian character, but it is not necessary for every act of worship to
be so (see also paragraph 124). Thus, whatever the decision on individual acts of worship, the
majority of acts of worship over a term must be wholly or mainly of a broadly Christian character.
63.
Provided that, taken as a whole, an act of worship which is broadly Christian reflects the
traditions of Christian belief, it need not contain only Christian material. Section 7(1) is regarded as
permitting some non-Christian elements in the Collective Worship without thus depriving it of its
broadly Christian character. Nor would the inclusion of elements common to Christianity and one or
more other religions deprive it of that character. It must, however, contain some elements which
relate specifically to the traditions of Christian belief and which accord a special status to Jesus
Christ.
64.
The extent to which and the ways in which the broad traditions of Christian belief are to be
reflected in such acts of Collective Worship should be appropriate to the family backgrounds of the
pupils and their ages and aptitudes. It is for the head teacher to determine this after consultation
with the governing body.
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65. Pupils who do not come from Christian families should be able to join in the daily act of
Collective Worship even though this would, in the main, reflect the broad traditions of Christian
belief. The law intends that, subject to the exceptions provided by section 9 of the 1988 Act
(paragraph 83), all pupils will take part in such Collective Worship.
Parents are allowed to opt their children out of collective worship, except for in sixth form, at which stage
pupils can opt themselves out. Currently, schools are not required to arrange alternative activities for the
pupils, but merely to supervise them. However, in 2019, Humanists UK helped two parents win permission
to judicially review the failure of their children’s school to provide an activity of equal educational worth to
worship for those who had been withdrawn.28
The requirement for the daily worship to be 'wholly or mainly of a broadly Christian character' can be useful
in supporting arguments in favour of diluting the worship. On the former (‘wholly or mainly’), many schools
have actually followed Humanists UK’s advice and chosen to explicitly interpret this as saying that 51% of
assemblies should be Christian with 49% being inclusive – and this is still in line with the law.
And on the latter (‘broadly’), even the 51% of assemblies that are Christian can aim to present generic
messages that are found in Christianity but also elsewhere, such as ‘do unto others’ and ‘love thy
neighbour’. Furthermore, in 2011 the government stated that ‘The law requires schools to provide an
experience of collective worship that is relevant to all pupils, no matter what their background or beliefs,
to ensure collective worship is presented in a way that benefits the spiritual, moral and cultural
development of all children and young people and of society. The purpose of the law is an educational one,
not to indoctrinate or influence pupils' personal beliefs’.29 So if the school is failing to be inclusive to the
beliefs of the non-religious, then it is failing to provide worship properly. Perhaps that is an oxymoron, and
Humanists UK wouldn't agree with the wider defence of collective worship presented here – many
community schools hold very evangelical worship. But nonetheless, citing this is still a powerful argument!
It is very much worthwhile to read the Accord Coalition’s Databank of Independent Evidence on Faith
Schools, which includes up-to-date research and opinion polls on collective worship, and their Personal
Testimonies and Media Reports of Discriminatory and Exclusive Practices by Faith Schools. Both of these can
be found at accordcoalition.org.uk/research.
‘Determinations’
From Circular 1/94 (10/94 in Wales)
(Paragraph 68) The requirements… that worship should be wholly or mainly of a broadly Christian
character should be appropriate for most pupils across the country. The ‘determination’ procedure,
however, allows these requirements to be lifted in respect of some or all of the pupils in a school
where they are inappropriate. In determining this, the …SACRE is to have regard to any
circumstances relating to the faith backgrounds of the pupils which are relevant for deciding what
character of Collective Worship is appropriate.
The determination procedure was intended mainly to allow schools with substantial numbers of members
of non-Christian religions to provide appropriate forms of worship for the whole school or for the relevant
28

Humanists UK:
humanism.org.uk/2019/07/29/high-court-grants-parents-permission-to-challenge-school-worship-law/
29
Department for Education:
media.education.gov.uk/assets/files/pdf/4/4%20october%20letter%20to%20lord%20avebury%20about%20collective
%20worship.pdf
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pupils in a separate assembly. Some SACREs, notably in the London Boroughs of Brent and Ealing, have
used the procedure to encourage or permit schools to apply, in order have multi-faith worship of a broadly
spiritual nature, or to hold spiritual worship. In Brent, almost every school has applied for and been granted
a determination.
Although multi-faith or spiritual worship is still worship, and thus cannot be truly secular, it must surely be
undogmatic and based upon shared values, and is therefore, in practice, much closer to secular in
character. Some humanist representatives may wish to raise this possibility on their SACREs, stressing that
assemblies that take into account the beliefs and backgrounds of the participants will be more effective in
transmitting moral values and contributing to the spiritual development of pupils. They are also less likely
to provoke requests to withdraw from teachers or parents, and thus should contribute positively to the
cohesiveness of the school culture.
If you would like more advice on this, or details of the procedure to be followed by schools, please contact
the Humanists UK office.
Inclusive school assemblies
It is Humanists UK policy that collective worship should be scrapped, and replaced with school assemblies
that are inclusive of children with no faith. In the meantime, we believe that joining in hymns and prayers in
collective worship should not be compulsory, and children should have their own opt-out rights.
See also
● Inclusive assemblies for students from all backgrounds can be found on Humanists UK’s Assemblies
for All website: assembliesforall.org.uk.
● A Better Way Forward, w
 hich explains h
 ow Humanists UK’s policies on collective worship relate to
human rights, children’s rights, and our policy and work on faith schools:
www.humanism.org.uk/_uploads/documents/Betterwayforward2006.pdf.
Table of types of school with a religious character:
www.humanism.org.uk/_uploads/documents/schools-with-a-religious-character.pdf
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Appendix A: The Schools Standards and Framework Act of 1998 (Collective
Worship section):
70

Requirements relating to collective worship

(1)Subject to section 71, each pupil in attendance at a community, foundation or voluntary school shall on
each school day take part in an act of collective worship.
(2)Subject to section 71, in relation to any community, foundation or voluntary school—
(a)the local education authority and the governing body shall exercise their functions with a view to
securing, and
(b)the head teacher shall secure,
that subsection (1) is complied with.
(3)Schedule 20 makes further provision with respect to the collective worship required by this section,
including provision relating to—
(a)the arrangements which are to be made in connection with such worship, and
(b)the nature of such worship.
71

Exceptions and special arrangements; provision for special schools

(1)If the parent of a pupil at a community, foundation or voluntary school requests that he may be wholly
or partly excused—
(a)from receiving religious education given in the school in accordance with the school’s basic curriculum,
(b)from attendance at religious worship in the school, or
(c)both from receiving such education and from such attendance,
the pupil shall be so excused until the request is withdrawn.
(2)In subsection (1)—
(a)the reference to religious education given in accordance with the school’s basic curriculum is to such
education given in accordance with the provision included in the school’s basic curriculum by virtue of
section 352(1)(a) of the [1996 c. 56.] Education Act 1996, and
(b)the reference to religious worship in the school includes religious worship which by virtue of paragraph
2(6) of Schedule 20 takes place otherwise than on the school premises.
(3)Where in accordance with subsection (1) a pupil has been wholly or partly excused from receiving
religious education or from attendance at religious worship and the local education authority are
satisfied—
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(a)that the parent of the pupil desires him to receive religious education of a kind which is not provided in
the school during the periods of time during which he is so excused,
(b)that the pupil cannot with reasonable convenience be sent to another community, foundation or
voluntary school where religious education of the kind desired by the parent is provided, and
(c)that arrangements have been made for him to receive religious education of that kind during school
hours elsewhere,
the pupil may be withdrawn from the school during such periods of time as are reasonably necessary for
the purpose of enabling him to receive religious education in accordance with the arrangements.
(4)A pupil may not be withdrawn from school under subsection (3) unless the local education authority are
satisfied that the arrangements there mentioned are such as will not interfere with the attendance of the
pupil at school on any day except at the beginning or end of a school session (or, if there is only one, the
school session) on that day.
(5)Where the parent of a pupil who is a boarder at a community, foundation or voluntary school requests
that the pupil be permitted—
(a)to receive religious education in accordance with the tenets of a particular religion or religious
denomination outside school hours, or
(b)to attend worship in accordance with such tenets on Sundays or other days exclusively set apart for
religious observance by the religious body to which his parent belongs,
the governing body shall make arrangements for giving the pupil reasonable opportunities for doing so.
(6)Arrangements under subsection (5) may provide for making facilities for such education or worship
available on the school premises, but any expenditure entailed by the arrangements shall not be met from
the school’s budget share or otherwise by the local education authority.
(7)Regulations shall make provision for securing that, so far as practicable, every pupil attending a
community or foundation special school—
(a)receives religious education and attends religious worship, or
(b)is withdrawn from receiving such education or from attendance at such worship in accordance with the
wishes of his parent.
SCHEDULE 20 COLLECTIVE WORSHIP
Introductory
1In this Schedule “the required collective worship”, in relation to a school, means the collective worship in
that school which is required by section 70.
General provisions as to collective worship
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2(1)This paragraph applies to any community, foundation or voluntary school.
(2)The arrangements for the required collective worship may, in respect of each school day, provide for a
single act of worship for all pupils or for separate acts of worship for pupils in different age groups or in
different school groups.
(3)For the purposes of sub-paragraph (2) a “school group” is any group in which pupils are taught or take
part in other school activities.
(4)Subject to sub-paragraph (6), the arrangements for the required collective worship shall be made—
(a)if the school is a community school or a foundation school which does not have a religious character, by
the head teacher after consulting the governing body;
(b)if the school is a foundation school which has a religious character or a voluntary school, by the
governing body after consulting the head teacher.
(5)Subject to sub-paragraph (6), the required collective worship shall take place on the school premises.
(6)If the governing body of a community, foundation or voluntary school are of the opinion that it is
desirable that any act of collective worship in the school required by section 70 should, on a special
occasion, take place elsewhere than on the school premises, they may, after consultation with the head
teacher, make such arrangements for that purpose as they think appropriate.
(7)The powers of a governing body under sub-paragraph (6) shall not be exercised so as to derogate from
the rule that the required collective worship must normally take place on the school premises.
Nature of collective worship in community schools and foundation schools without a religious character
3(1)This paragraph applies to—
(a)any community school; and
(b)any foundation school which does not have a religious character.
(2)Subject to paragraph 4, the required collective worship shall be wholly or mainly of a broadly Christian
character.
(3)For the purposes of sub-paragraph (2), collective worship is of a broadly Christian character if it reflects
the broad traditions of Christian belief without being distinctive of any particular Christian denomination.
(4)Not every act of collective worship in the school required by section 70 need comply with sub-paragraph
(2) provided that, taking any school term as a whole, most such acts which take place in the school do
comply with that sub-paragraph.
(5)Subject to sub-paragraphs (2) and (4)—
(a)the extent to which (if at all) any acts of collective worship required by section 70 which do not comply
with sub-paragraph (2) take place in the school,
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(b)the extent to which any act of collective worship in the school which complies with sub-paragraph (2)
reflects the broad traditions of Christian belief, and
(c)the ways in which those traditions are reflected in any such act of collective worship,
shall be such as may be appropriate having regard to any relevant considerations relating to the pupils
concerned which fall to be taken into account in accordance with sub-paragraph (6).
(6)Those considerations are—
(a)any circumstances relating to the family backgrounds of the pupils which are relevant for determining
the character of the collective worship which is appropriate in their case, and
(b)their ages and aptitudes.
(7)In this paragraph references to acts of collective worship in the school include such acts which by virtue
of paragraph 2(6) take place otherwise than on the school premises.
Disapplication of requirement under paragraph 3(2)
4(1)This paragraph applies where a standing advisory council on religious education have determined
(under section 394 of the [1996 c. 56.] Education Act 1996) that it is not appropriate for the requirement
imposed by paragraph 3(2) to apply in the case of any school to which paragraph 3 applies or in the case of
any class or description of pupils at any such school.
(2)While the determination has effect—
(a)paragraph 3 shall not apply in relation to the school or (as the case may be) the pupils in question, and
(b)the collective worship required by section 70 in the case of the school or pupils shall not be distinctive of
any particular Christian or other religious denomination;
but paragraph (b) shall not be taken as preventing that worship from being distinctive of any particular
faith.
Nature of collective worship in foundation schools with a religious character and voluntary schools
5In the case of a foundation school which has a religious character or a voluntary school, the required
collective worship shall be—
(a)in accordance with any provisions of the trust deed relating to the school, or
(b)where—
(i)provision for that purpose is not made by such a deed, and
(ii)the school has a religious character,
in accordance with the tenets and practices of the religion or religious denomination specified in relation to
the school under section 69(4).
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